1/32 “Dornier Do 335” Assembly Instructions

These parts will be inserted when assembling the 1/32 “Dornier Do 335” kit. Please refer to the instruction manual of the “Dornier Do 335.”

◆Pilot Assembly

Pay attention to the “Important Points for Assembly” when you assemble the resin parts of this set.

■Head: 1

◆Color Reference

■Head: 2

Please choose and attach the head you prefer.

◆How to Insert the Pilot in the Aircraft

■Once you have assembled the Forward Facing Pilot, seat the pilot on the cockpit seat described page 51, section 3-7 in the 1/32 “Dornier Do 335” Instruction Manual, and then attach the canopy. The control stick must be held with pilot’s both hands, so when you attach the right and left arms to the pilot’s body, seat the pilot in the cockpit first, and fix the arms’ positions in order they can both grab the control stick.

■Seat the pilot with the head you prefer. Once you have it seated, attach the canopy opened or closed.

We take the utmost of care when overseeing manufacturing, but if your kit is among the very small percentage that contains a defective part, please contact customer service within two weeks of your purchase with your full name and order number.

Purchasers from VOLKS Japan International Web Site: Please contact imos@volks.co.jp.
Purchasers from VOLKS USA: Please contact service@volksusa.com.